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Abstract: Agricultural robotics has been a popular subject in recent years from an academic as well
as a commercial point of view. This is because agricultural robotics addresses critical issues such as
seasonal shortages in manual labor, e.g., during harvest, as well as the increasing concern regarding
environmentally friendly practices. On one hand, several individual agricultural robots have already
been developed for specific tasks (e.g., for monitoring, spraying, harvesting, transport, etc.) with
varying degrees of effectiveness. On the other hand, the use of cooperative teams of agricultural
robots in farming tasks is not as widespread; yet, it is an emerging trend. This paper presents
a comprehensive overview of the work carried out so far in the area of cooperative agricultural
robotics and identifies the state-of-the-art. This paper also outlines challenges to be addressed in
fully automating agricultural production; the latter is promising for sustaining an increasingly vast
human population, especially in cases of pandemics such as the recent COVID-19 pandemic.
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The popular term Precision Agriculture, or PA for short, has been defined as “a
management strategy that uses electronic information and other technologies to gather,
process, and analyze spatial and temporal data for the purpose of guiding targeted actions
that improve efficiency, productivity, and sustainability of agricultural operations” [1].
Based on this definition, the introduction of robots in agricultural tasks can serve the
purpose of PA by taking advantage of sophisticated equipment for accurate measurements,
management, and operations. Hence, an analysis of the effects of the introduction of
agricultural robots in the workforce was presented in [2]. Systematic reviews that widely
cover research in the field of agricultural robots can be found in [3–5]. These studies show
a wide range of agricultural applications that can be achieved by replacing humans with
autonomous machines. The objective of introducing robots in agriculture are mainly (a) to
improve efficiency and productivity, (b) to counter labor shortages of seasonal workers, and
(c) to perform laborious and possibly dangerous tasks. Those developments in agriculture
can be interpreted in a more general, industrial context as follows.
Industry 1.0 or, equivalently, the (classic) industrial revolution, has been called the
transition from manual production to mechanical (steam) production from the late 18th
century to the early 19th century. The second industrial revolution (Industry 2.0), from
the late 19th century to the early 20th century, was shaped by the widespread use of
electricity. The third industrial revolution (Industry 3.0), in the second half of the 20th
century, was shaped by the widespread use of digital computers. Currently, the fourth
industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) is driven by advanced artificial intelligence as well as
by the Internet. Corresponding developments can be observed in agricultural technology
whose most recent developments are outlined next.
The term “Agriculture 3.0” has been proposed as an alternative to “Precision Agriculture” [6]. Agriculture 3.0 can be interpreted as a domain-specific extension of Industry
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3.0 in agriculture. Note that PA, which includes the application of personalized practices
(i.e., inputs) based on local measurements, may not be suitable for all agricultural tasks. In
particular, the production of certain high-quality agricultural products may require manual
skills based on empirical knowledge. For example, vinicultural tasks such as harvesting,
pruning, spraying, tying, etc. require the aforementioned skills.
Lately, the term “Agriculture 4.0” has been proposed as a domain-specific extension
of “Industry 4.0” to agriculture [6,7]. More specifically, among other things, “Agriculture
4.0” refers to a massive automation of skillful manual agricultural tasks. The work here has
been motivated by an ongoing project regarding the development of a team of cooperative
robots, including ground robot vehicles as well as unmanned aerial vehicles, for vinicultural
applications [6], where emphasis is given to the engagement of mechanical hands with
many (>20) degrees of freedom toward reproducing the skillfulness of the human hand in
selected vinicultural tasks.
The cooperative robotics reviewed in this work could be regarded as a precursor,
in agriculture, of a more general industrial trend toward a cooperative integration of
humans with robots/machines, namely “Industry 5.0” [8]. More specifically, cooperative
robotics can be a future “Agriculture 5.0” technology that integrates humans with robots
in agricultural applications. In the latter context, a technological challenge regards the
development of effective models to support interaction between humans and/or robots.
This work, in the discussion section below, proposes a novel information processing
paradigm for supporting cooperative robots in agriculture.
Technological advances in sensing and actuation as well as machine learning have
allowed more agricultural tasks to be feasible by autonomous machines. Such tasks
range in all stages of cultivation from land preparation and sowing, to monitoring and
harvesting. Commercial agricultural robots are already available, and more are expected to
appear in the next years as technologies such as machine vision and dexterous grasping
become more mature. However, the introduction of multiple cooperating robots in the
field can have good prospects in the reduction of production costs and the improvement
of operational efficiency. This paper presents an overview of research in the field of
cooperative robotics in the context of agriculture. The incentive behind this work is the
fact that even though there are numerous studies regarding advances in agricultural robots
and their underlying technologies, there are no studies that comprehensively survey the
utilization of cooperation in agricultural robotic applications.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the methodology followed for
compiling relevant research works. Section 3 details our results regarding cooperative agricultural robots, including relevant statistics. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the contribution
of this work, including discussions for potential future work.
2. Materials and Methods
The sources used for the compilation of the present review were the databases of
Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, Scopus, IEEE Xplorer, and Wiley. The criteria for selecting the
research to be included in this paper were the following: (a) work from the last 15 years was
reviewed, (b) aerial or ground robots had to demonstrate autonomy as well as cooperative
and coordination skills, and (c) the application area had to be in agriculture exclusively, i.e.,
no robots executing general-purpose cooperation algorithms were included. Furthermore,
among articles by the same author(s) that report research results incrementally, only the
most recent ones were considered in the present review.
Note that, sometimes, a team of robots is employed “in parallel” such that each robot
is operating alone on a different land parcel without interacting with another robot. Such
teams of robots have not been considered here. Instead, the interest of this work is in teams
of robots interacting with one another.
This paper presents statistical results regarding papers based on the date of research
as well as the country where the research took place. For the former, the publication year
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was used; for the latter, a country was defined by the affiliation of the first author, even
though several articles are the result of international collaborations.
In total, 77 articles were compiled and (a) reviewed and (b) statistically analyzed
regarding their (b.1) type of publication, (b.2) research topic, (b.3) geographical region of
the first author, (b.4) country of origin of the first author, and (b.5) year of publication.
Details regarding our review analysis are presented next.
3. Cooperative Agricultural Robotics
The reviewed papers were categorized into five main research topics where cooperation is found in agricultural robotics: (a) human–robot cooperation, or “human–robot”
for short, (b) cooperative Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), or “multi-UAV” for short,
(c) cooperative Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs), or “multi-UGV” for short, (d) Hybrid
teams of UAVs and UGVs, or “UAV/UGV” for short, and (e) cooperative manipulation by
multi-arm systems, or “manipulators” for short.
3.1. Human–Robot Cooperation (Human–Robot)
The majority of agricultural work is currently being performed by humans either
manually or using human-operated machines or equipment. In recent years, there have
been many attempts to automate tasks and produce fully autonomous robots. However,
some tasks cannot yet be carried out by a single robot in a reliable and efficient manner.
For this reason, collaboration between humans and robots has been considered [9–12].
When a human and a robot must work together towards a common objective, there are
several ways in which control can be realized, such as through remote control, supervisory
control, or cooperative control [13]. In this section, the focus will be on examples of
cooperative human–robot control in agricultural applications.
To realize cooperative control, some interface between the robot and the human must
be established, such that information is shared and some level of control from the part of the
human is achieved. For example, in [14], the usability of different types of user interfaces
was studied for the control of a semi-autonomous vineyard sprayer robotic system. In
this case, the robot can perform some tasks autonomously, but the human operator can
intervene through a user interface. In [15], tractor steering was achieved using signals from
an electromyographic (EMG) human–machine interface put on a human tractor driver.
Apart from interface types, other works explore the idea that, depending on the conditions,
different levels of cooperation may be needed. For instance, in [16], a semi-autonomous
system was presented. The system used a three-layer architecture that includes a servo
control, autonomous control, and manual operation. The operator can either manually
operate the vehicle or can act as a supervisor of the autonomous vehicle, able to intervene
at appropriate times through an interface. In [17], automatic melon recognition was
investigated. The objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of collaboration between a
human and a robot in a target recognition task. Four collaboration levels were investigated,
ranging from target selection, performed by the human operator, to automatic target
selection, performed by the system. The study showed higher detection rates in the
collaborative detection case compared to either manual or autonomous detection cases.
In a later study [18], the authors used an objective function for the performance of the
collaborative task (as defined in [19]) to dynamically alter the collaboration levels during
the melon recognition task.
A mathematical programming framework for optimizing human–robot collaboration
was proposed in [20]. The framework considers the question of when interaction of the
human operator with the robotic system is most economically beneficial. To validate the
framework, simulations of citrus robotic harvesting were implemented, and showed how
the robotic system required human collaboration in order to compensate for inefficient
components of the system.
In [21], human action recognition by robots in an agricultural task was investigated.
More specifically, human participants equipped with wearable sensors for data acquisition
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were asked to perform the common agricultural task of lifting and carrying a crate. The
objective was to determine whether the robots, using appropriate machine learning models
and classification algorithms, could identify the actions of the human participants throughout the task. The authors reported an average accuracy in action recognition of 85.6%. In
an earlier work [22], an omni-directional stereo vision camera mounted on a robot tractor
was employed for human detection. The system was validated using field tests, which
showed that the human could be detected successfully in the range of 4 to 11 m.
In the precision spraying task described in [23], the authors reported a reduction of up
to 50% in terms of spraying material. The proposed human–robot collaboration framework
aimed at minimizing the false positives in spraying targets, based on images collected by
an on-board camera. Depending on the selected cooperation level, target detection can be
fully automatic, completely manual by the remote operator, or the operator can adjust the
automatically marked targets.
In [24,25], an emulated cooperative strawberry recognition task was presented. In this
work, a robot navigated the environment and relayed the images with the automatically
recognized targets (together with the degrees of recognition confidence) to human test
operators. The user could then accept the recognized targets or not. Based on questionnaires
completed by the test users, they reported that they preferred a robot behavior where
automatic recognition yields more false positives as opposed to a behavior which results in
more false negatives.
A model which enables coordination between humans, robots, sensors, and software
agents (i.e., a cyber-physical organization) for gathering unspecified crops and fruit was
introduced in [26]. The proposed model consisted of five connected layers, namely network,
communication, interaction, organization, and collective intelligence. Through this layered
approach, the objective was to achieve indistinguishability, i.e., to enable the system to
achieve the desired goal regardless of the actor, either human or machine, that performs
the task.
A human–robot skill transfer interface aimed at improving UAV pesticide delivery
was proposed in [27]. In this scheme, the UAV was first instructed a trajectory by a human
operator via the interface. Then, the accuracy of the trajectory derived in the demonstration
phase was improved using an adaptive cubature Kalman filter. Finally, the UAV could
follow the resulting trajectory using the stored position and velocity data. The methodology
was tested in both simulation through SIMULINK and field experiments using an actual
UAV in a commercial canola field.
The cooperative tea harvesting system proposed in [28] used a robot with a camera to
detect a marker-carrying human and move by his side by estimating position differences.
This coordinated motion then made it easy for the human operator to guide the robot,
which had the harvesting device mounted on it, through the field, compared to the standard
tea plucking machine which requires two workers.
The presence of a human in an agricultural task requires additional considerations
to ensure the health and safety of the workers and to increase the level of trust in human–
robot interaction among agricultural workers [29,30]. The study presented in [31] identified
the main risk factors in human–robot collaboration in agricultural tasks and proposed
methods for safe collaboration by minimizing potential hazards. Moreover, in the pilot
study presented in [32], the authors conducted field experiments both in open and indoors
environments, where field workers harvesting strawberries evaluated their work carried
out alongside the Thorvald robot. The data collected from this study can be used for the
design of collaborative systems in terms of the safety aspects.
Figure 1 shows examples of systems where human–robot cooperation is exploited.
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3.2. UAV Robot Teams (Multi-UAV)
of the human when he shares a common workspace with the robot.
While UAVs have been used in various tasks in agriculture such as remote sensing
(e.g.,
[33,34]),
mapping
(e.g., [35]), monitoring (e.g., [36]), and pest control (e.g., [37]), using
3.2. UAV
Robot
Teams (Multi‐UAV)
a single
UAV
for
these
tasks
presents certain limitations, most prominently time efficiency
While UAVs have been used in various tasks in agriculture such as remote sensing
and battery limitations [38]. First, the time required for a single vehicle to cover a large area
(e.g., [33,34]), mapping (e.g., [35]), monitoring (e.g., [36]), and pest control (e.g., [37]), us‐
can be long. Second, because of the increased task duration and the workload, the energy
ing a single UAV for these tasks presents certain limitations, most prominently time effi‐
requirements can force the UAV to cover only a small area between frequent recharges. A
ciency and battery limitations [38]. First, the time required for a single vehicle to cover a
solution is to use a team of cooperating UAVs so that the task is divided between different
large area can be long. Second, because of the increased task duration and the workload,
UAVs, which can coordinate their movements by partitioning the area and therefore the
the energy requirements can force the UAV to cover only a small area between frequent
workload. Such an approach certainly reduces the task duration but it can also reduce the
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energy consumption at the individual UAV level. Because of the nature of the agricultural
work that can be assigned to UAVs, the research in this area is focused on formation
control and area coverage algorithms. Even though numerous such algorithms have been
developed in the past for a variety of applications, in this section, the focus is specifically on
agricultural applications. A recent detailed historical survey of the research in unmanned
aerial vehicles in agriculture can be found in [39]. Furthermore, a formal description of
managing a group of heterogeneous UAVs was proposed in [40], where parameters such
as the field, various facilities, available resources, and constraints were considered.
In 2008, a multi-UAV system for water management and irrigation control was presented [41]. The system is viewed as a camera array with image reconstruction (stitching),
and the bands of the images that are collected can be reconfigured depending on the
mission. To ensure that the maximum number of images is acquired simultaneously, the
system employs formation control where the UAVs are aligned horizontally with a certain
distance in between. The paths are precomputed based on mission parameters.
The Swarm Robotics for Agricultural Applications (SAGA) project aims at employing
cooperating UAVs for precision farming. In [42], a simulation of the collective behavior of
a UAV team for weed monitoring and mapping was presented. The system implements
a stochastic coverage and mapping that includes collision avoidance among the aerial
vehicles and onboard vision. Further simulation studies on using UAV robot swarms for
weed control and mapping were presented in [43]. The monitoring strategy adopted was
first to divide the field in cells and assign to each agent a random-walk-based path. The
individual agent then decides to move to neighboring cells according to the probability
governed by a Gaussian distribution. On the other hand, the Robot Fleets for Highly
Effective Agriculture and Forestry Management (RHEA) project aimed at coordinating
aerial and ground vehicles in precision agriculture tasks. Specifically, in [44,45], the control
structure of the aerial team, consisting of two hex-rotors and tasked with taking high
resolution pictures for pest control, was described.
Recall that in [38], the design of a system to perform inspections for precision agriculture by controlling a single UAV or by coordinating multiple UAVs was presented. The
system is based on the idea of a control station for on-the-fly mission planning. A heterogeneous embedded framework for small UAVs was also proposed. The work described
in [46] involved simulation studies and experiments using four quadrotor aerial vehicles
to evaluate a control algorithm for swarm control of agricultural UAV in pest and disease
detection. The approach followed in that paper was to implement control in two layers:
the first layer was teleoperation where a human operator set the velocity control and the
second layer dealt with velocity and formation control as well as collision avoidance. The
work in [47] dealt with a surveying task where the UAV team was controlled by a system
responsible for connecting the UAVs to act as a swarm, produce flight plans, and respond
to disruptive circumstances. Initially, the system divides the survey area in squares, whose
size varies according to the UAV’s on-board camera characteristics. Each UAV tries to
find unvisited and unplanned squares and plans routes depending on both how long a
square has remained without supervision and the distance of the UAV to that square. The
sub-tasks selected by the UAVs can be exchanged dynamically depending on the predicted
sub-task completion times communicated between the agents. A remote sensing task with
a self-organizing multi-UAV team capturing georeferenced pictures was presented in [48].
A central controller divided the global task (i.e., the farm area) into sub-tasks and assigned
the sub-tasks to the UAVs, based on an extension of the alternate-offers protocol. The
UAVs then computed their paths. The proposed approach was validated through field
experiments. Similarly, [49] proposed a task allocation and coordination strategy based on
a space-based middleware. First, an area decomposition algorithm partitioned the search
space so that tasks were dynamically allocated to the UAVs aiming at minimal spatial
interference between the UAVs. Second, the task selection was improved by using a model
of robot capabilities to extend the space-based middleware. The approach was tested on a
weed control task. Another study on a remote sensing task in [50] compared four configu-
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rations of agricultural UAVs, namely autonomous versus teleoperated single and multiple
UAV teams. This was essentially an area coverage task. To evaluate the performance of
the system, total time, setup time, flight time, battery consumption, inaccuracy of land,
haptic control effort, and coverage ratio were used as metrics. Experimental results showed
that using the autonomous swarm control algorithm [51] improved the efficiency of the
agricultural task.
Another path planning technique for UAV teams was proposed in [52]. In particular,
the authors proposed a technique where coordinate transformations between virtual and
actual workspaces were performed in order to focus on regions of interest, with conventional path planning algorithms applied to each region. The methods were demonstrated
in real-world experiments using 3 UAVs in a surveying task. Table 2 summarizes the basic
features of the reviewed studies.
Table 2. Summary of the reviewed multi-UAV cooperation studies in agriculture.
Ref.

Task

Objective

Type of Study

[40]

N/A

N/A

Formal description

[41]

Irrigation
control

N/A

Field tests

[42]

Weed mapping

N/A

Simulation

Robot Team

Cooperation Strategy

Field
monitoring
Pest control
Disease
detection

N/A

Simulation

Maize

Architecture design

Variable number of
UAVs
Variable number of
UAVs
Variable number of
UAVs
Variable number of
UAVs
N/A

N/A

Simulation

Four UAVs

Formation control

[47]

Surveying

N/A

Up to 10 UAVs

Distributed mission planning

[48]
[49]
[50]

Mapping
Weed control
N/A
Remote
sensing
Crop health
surveying

Vineyard
N/A
N/A

Simulation and field
tests
Field tests
Simulation
Field tests

Three UAVs
Three UAVs
Three UAVs

Centralized path planning
Centralized area decomposition
Formation control

N/A

Simulation

Four UAVs

Formation control

N/A

Simulation and field
tests

Three UAVs

Centralized path planning

[43]
[44,45]
[46]

[51]
[52]

N/A
Coverage control
Coverage control
Individual random walk
Central robot management system

In conclusion, the type of cooperation between artificial systems depends on the
characteristics of the cooperating systems. Unmanned aerial vehicles are not normally
tasked with physically acting on a field, such as performing seeding or harvesting. In most
cases, UAVs are typically equipped with a variety of cameras and sensors and are used for
monitoring, pest detection, and mapping. The use of multiple UAVs aims at achieving more
rapid field coverage compared to employing a single UAV, and cooperative algorithms
aim at improving the efficiency of coverage. In addition, by reducing the task duration,
battery limitations of aerial vehicles can be remedied. Consequently, research in this field
has mainly focused on path planning and coordination and collision avoidance algorithms
which take into account the spatial arrangement and the battery limitations of UAVs. As
more technological tools become available, future research will focus on extending the
utility of UAVs by improving their perception capabilities and battery autonomy as well as
enhancing manipulation skills. Figure 2 shows examples of multi-UAV robot teams.
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UGV Robot
Teams (Multi-UGV)

An important
consideration in
using
multiple robots Cooperation
in farming operations
Ref.
Task
Objective
Type of Study
Robot
Team
Strategy is to
maximize
the
efficiency
and
therefore
the
operational
costs.
This
is
achieved
by effective
[40]
N/A
N/A
Formal description Variable number of UAVs
N/A
task
planning
and
path
optimization.
In
[53],
the
effect
of
employing
a
controlled
[41] Irrigation control
N/A
Field tests
Variable number of UAVs
Coverage control traffic
strategy
for
a
pair
of
agricultural
robots
compared
to
uncontrolled
traffic was
investigated.
[42] Weed mapping
N/A
Simulation
Variable number of UAVs
Coverage
control
The simulation study assumed that one robot was an application unit while the other was a
[43] Field monitoring
N/A
Simulation
Variable number of UAVs
Individual random walk
refilling unit. In various scenarios and field traffic patterns, the results showed an efficiency
Central robot management sys‐
[44,45]
Pest control
Maize
Architecture
design
improvement
in terms
of total distance N/A
travelled when traffic control was adopted.
tem
One of the early works in multi-robot control in agricultural robotics was presented
[46] Disease detection
N/A
Simulation
Four UAVs
Formation control
in [54]. In that work, two algorithms for the control of two master-slave agricultural robots,
namely the GOTO algorithm and a FOLLOW algorithm, were introduced. In the proposed
architecture, the master is making decisions and sends commands to the slave vehicle,
while the slave vehicle follows the master vehicle and broadcasts its status. Another
leader–follower system for agricultural applications was demonstrated in simulation
and field tests in [55,56]. The robot tractors in this system can work independently, and
work cooperatively in the sense that they must keep a certain spatial arrangement during
operation. Efficiency improvements were shown when the robots coordinated in either
a formation maintenance strategy or a skipping path turn method. Each of the proposed
algorithms is suitable for different field operations. In another study [57], the authors
discussed a complete farming system which comprised multiple tractors coordinated by a
robot management system and central monitoring.
A large part of the work carried out regarding cooperative UGVs in agriculture has
been carried out using simulations in order to establish appropriate path planning algorithms. For example, in [58], a simulation of cooperative citrus harvesting was presented.
The focus of that study was the demonstration of both a hierarchical task assignment and a
trajectory planning algorithm. In the proposed planning framework, there were two main
optimization iterations: the cooperative level for formation planning and the individual
level for trajectory planning. A leader–follower structure was adopted for the group of
agricultural robots. When a configuration trigger event was detected, a wavefront path
planning algorithm is used to find an obstacle-free corridor by the leader. The leader then
determines the optimal trajectory information and sends it to the followers who, in turn,
determine their own local optimal trajectory. The simulation results indicated that the
proposed approach is not computationally intensive and can produce optimal paths fast,
even though the complex dynamics of the robots are included in the trajectory calculations.
The framework is partly decentralized in the sense that some of the computational tasks are
decentralized while others are not. The route planner for herbicide applications proposed
in [59] considers various criteria in determining the robot teams’ routes, including the
distance to be travelled, herbicide tank capacity, dynamic characteristics of the heterogeneous robots, etc. A simulation study aimed at studying the planner under different
optimization targets (e.g., time to completion) as well as under different conditions (e.g.,
number of vehicles).
The “Mobile Agricultural Robot Swarms” (MARS) project [60] aimed at employing
cooperating small-sized UGVs for precision farming. The work presented in [60] demon-
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strated a system architecture where a centralized controller (OptiVisor) coordinated and
supervised the motion of a team of low-level intelligence robot team in a field seeding task.
A decentralized swarm control system for various farming operations such as ploughing,
seeding, watering, etc. was proposed in [61]. The experiments were conducted in a land
area replicating a farm using miniature prototype robots equipped with tools to perform
farming operations. The work presented in [62] dealt with a spraying task by a team of
robots using local information only. Simulations were utilized to demonstrate the proposed
strategy’s capacity to perform task allocation. The authors also explored the multi-robot
ploughing task in [63]. Also focusing on spraying tasks, specifically for vineyards, the work
described in [64] aimed at utilizing at least two robots working on either side of a vine
row in order to improve accuracy. For this, the authors employed Ultra-Wide Band (UWB)
sensors to achieve relative localization and synchronize the trajectories of the two robots in
a leader–follower scheme.
A route planning algorithm for efficient field coverage was proposed in [65]. The
objective of this work was to replace multiple large agricultural machinery with smaller
autonomous robots in order to minimize soil compaction. The route planning algorithm
was designed to produce efficient field coverage for finding routes with minimal costs.
The framework included a mission control center to allocate sub-tasks to robot teams, to
coordinate their movements, and to allow them to communicate with one another. In a
simulation study [66], the authors considered teams of heterogeneous robots (harvesting
and transport robots) deployed in grapevines and modeled their behavior in order to
investigate the effect of team size in both harvesting and processing times.
The simulation environment named “Simulation Environment for Precision Agriculture Tasks using Robot Fleets” (SEARFS) presented in [67] allows for the investigation of
multi-robot teams in precision agriculture and more specifically in a weed management
task. It is a general-purpose computational tool that can model a 3D virtual agricultural environment and simulate the behavior of fleets of autonomous agricultural robots. The user
is allowed to select the robots, their sensory and actuation characteristics, the type of field,
and determine the specific mission. The behavior of the robot fleet can then be studied.
The cooperative two-robot system for rice harvesting proposed in [68] employs
two head-feeding combines. To initialize the harvest, a human operator drives the combines a few laps of crops first, in a spiral toward the center of the field. The combines
then begin harvesting autonomously according to target paths planned from the locus
of the combine while the operator was driving. The robots harvest in a spiral where
the second robot is located 1.2 m inward. Collision avoidance is achieved by inter-robot
communication of location.
A simulation of a precision agriculture scenario was presented in [69]. The scenario
explores the use of three types of robot for collecting information, sowing, and harvesting.
The work focuses on (a) modeling of the robots, which is based on the open-source packages
Gazebo and ROS, and (b) interaction between the robots, which is based on the smart
space combined with the blockchain platform for information (represented by fuzzy sets)
exchange between the robots.
In [70], a monitoring application for precision agriculture using heterogeneous ground
robots was presented. The approach followed was to use a weighted directed graph
to represent the robot team. The partitioning of the workspace took into account the
possible heterogeneous characteristics of the robots such as speed and processing power.
According to these characteristics, the robots were distributed on the virtual graph and
tasked to monitor a specific region. The potential of the method was demonstrated both by
simulations and by experiments on the field.
A collaborative fleet management system for coordinating the flow of operations in a
field was demonstrated in simulation and field experiments in [71]. The system supports
all the operating stages of a field crop and is based on a novel algorithm which assigns
strips of field to each robot, then dynamically updates the state of each strip.
Figure 3 shows examples of multi-UGV robot teams.
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(a) Tractor in leader–follower team [55]

(b) Combine robots [68]

(c) Monitoring robot [70]
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In conclusion, in contrast to UAV systems, UGVs are more suitable for agricultural
tasks traditionally demanding human intervention, such as sowing, weeding, spraying,
harvesting, etc. Research in this area has focused on improving the efficiency of the
aforementioned tasks by introducing multi-robot teams in the field. The introduction
of multiple robots in a given area, however, demands appropriate management of the
spatial allocation of robots, with several approaches proposed, some stemming from the
sub-field of swarm robotics. In the special case of heterogeneous robots assigned with
different operations, temporal task allocation is also required. A popular method in the
literature is the leader–follower approach, with inter-robot communications coordinating
motions based on progress status. More research is required to improve collaborative
tasks by ground robots, e.g., transfer of a load between a harvesting and a carrier robot or
individual robots harvesting a tree concurrently.
3.4. UGV and UAV Teams (UAV/UGV)
While the use of multiple UAVs has advantages such as large area coverage, speed
etc., they also have limitations including uncertainty in ground measurements and power
limitations. Typically, UAVs are equipped with long-range measuring equipment, such
as cameras, and are used in field monitoring tasks. In contrast, UGVs can be deployed in
the field to locate targets and either take short-range measurements or perform a physical
action. The combined use of UAV and UGV teams has also been proposed in order for the
robots to complement each other in agricultural tasks [73].
In [74], the team consisted of a UAV and a UGV for disease detection in a strawberry
field. The role of the UAV was to inspect the entire crop and to mark suspect regions. The
UGV then approached the marked regions to perform spectral analysis and collect samples.
The robot team presented in [75] consisted of a single UAV and a single UGV. The UGV
measured nitrogen in a field, and depending on these measurements, deployed the UAV
at selected locations. The UAV landed on the UGV once its mission was complete. This
approach has the advantage of limiting the operating time of the UAV, which is desirable
given the UAV’s limited battery life. The problem is then to minimize the time the UGV
needs to obtain soil samples and a path planning algorithm was proposed to this end. The
methodology was validated through simulation studies with real-world data.
A bioinspired path planning strategy for coordinating a hybrid (aerial and groundbased) multi-robot team toward a target was presented in [76]. In this strategy, investigated
using simulation studies, the three=dimensional terrain was modeled as a neuron topological map and a Dragonfly Algorithm (DA) optimized the movements of the robots. Although
this algorithm was not developed specifically for agriculture, the scenario can have applications in agricultural robot teams consisting of UAVs and UGVs. Other examples of
UAV/UGV coordination approaches can be found in [77–79].
As mentioned earlier, the RHEA project dealt with coordinating aerial and ground
robots in precision agriculture [80,81]. In [81], two sub-tasks of weed and pest control
missions were considered: (a) inspection missions carried out by the aerial team and (b)
treatment missions carried out by the ground robots. A Mission Manager was employed to
manage the collected data from the various units and centrally compute the trajectories
and actions of the robots. Furthermore, the ground robot plans were optimized based on
factors such as costs and time.
In [82,83], a UGV and UAV independently generated point clouds that represented
a map of a field using own on-board cameras. The proposed methodology aimed at
effectively merging the two individual maps, thus producing a more accurate map which
included the surface model as well as the vegetation index. Therefore, collaboration was
implicit and arose from the aggregate result of the individual measurements.
In [84,85], dual agricultural robot teams consisting of an aerial unit and a ground
unit were proposed, but no details on the implementation of the proposed cooperation
strategy were given. Similarly, the hardware design of a dual UAV/UGV robot system
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to harvest a single fruit, therefore attempting to solve problems such as occlusion. The
principles governing cooperative manipulation by robotic arms mounted on a single robot
platform can also be extended to cooperative manipulation by robotic arms mounted on
separate robotic platforms.
A multi-arm kiwi harvester was presented in [88]. The system was equipped with
four identical 3 Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) arms with customized grippers. Although the
arms harvested the fruit independently, there was an overall task scheduler which, based
on the detected fruits, created fruit clusters, determined the harvesting order, and assigned
fruit clusters to each arm. Another multi-arm robot for melon harvesting was presented
in [89]. The proposed system consisted of four Cartesian manipulators which reached
down, picked melons, and placed them on lateral conveyors. The assignment of melons to
each arm was considered to be an interval graph coloring problem, with a greedy search
algorithm that calculated an optimal solution for the harvest order. The controller took
into account the kinematic conditions that governed the capabilities of each arm and the
hardware design was oriented toward improving the harvest ratio. A dual-arm strawberry
harvesting robot was described in [90]. Two single-rail 5 DoF manipulators were controlled
by a collision avoidance and harvesting order planner based on the location of detected
strawberries. The authors reported reduced harvesting times with the dual-arm robot
compared to harvesting with a single manipulator.
Cooperative manipulation in an apple orchard was demonstrated in [91]. The authors
employed a graph-based method to guide two 6 DoF arms. Each arm was assigned a
different role; the grasping arm was designated to pick the apple and the searching arm
was designated to locate apples that were hidden from the point of view of the grasping
arm. Both arms were equipped with depth cameras. Location information was encoded
as a graph whose nodes could be used to calculate appropriate paths. The study reported
that the method worked reasonably well in simulation as well as in experimental studies.
Apple harvesting using dual cooperative manipulators was also proposed in [92]. In this
case, simulation studies were carried out where RGB cameras, located on the manipulators’
end effectors, were assumed to accurately detect and locate apples on randomly generated
virtual trees. The two manipulators cooperated since one served as the searching arm
which identified the other’s (grasping arm’s) reference points and helped determine clear
paths to the detected fruit.
The dual-arm configuration proposed in [93] for aubergine harvesting assumed three
modes of operation: (1) a single arm picking a single aubergine, (2) two arms picking
fruits independently, and (3) arms working cooperatively to pick a single aubergine. In
the second mode, a planning algorithm was developed for task scheduling and collision
avoidance. The cooperative mode was employed when there was limited visibility to a fruit
and so, one arm was tasked with removing any occlusions while the other arm was tasked
with grasping. The performance of the system was evaluated in laboratory experiments.
In [94], a pair of collaborating manipulators were evaluated in an apple harvesting
task. The first manipulator was equipped with an 8-DoF manipulator and was tasked with
picking apples, while the second one was a catching manipulator with two links which
could reach any drop position in the picking manipulator’s workspace. Two strategies of
fruit harvesting were tested in studies with a replica apple tree, in order to determine the
most efficient method in terms of average picking time. However, additional tests in the
field demonstrated the need for additional considerations in the picking strategies in order
to limit damage to the harvested fruit.
A robot for harvesting greenhouse tomatoes was described in [95]. Two mirrored
3-DoF arms in this dual-arm system had different end-effectors: one arm was fitted with a
cutter and the other one was fitted with a suction cup. A single stereo camera mounted
at the top of the robot captured images that were processed by a computer responsible
for tomato detection and performed a 3D world reconstruction, after which the arm with
the vacuum end effector grasped the fruit while the other arm detached the fruit. A
planting and watering dual-arm robot was presented in [96]. The prototype robot was
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper reviewed fifteen years of work on cooperative robotics in agriculture
including human–robot and robot–robot cooperation. Five different topics were identified,
namely (a) human–robot cooperation (human–robot), (b) cooperative UAVs (multi–UAV),
(c) cooperative UGVs (multi–UGV), (d) hybrid teams of UAVs and UGVs (UAV/UGV),
and (e) cooperative manipulation by multi-arm systems (manipulators).
The compiled evidence from the literature (Figures 6–9) suggests that there is an
emerging global interest in cooperative robotics in agriculture. In conclusion, Figure 10
confirms that the interest in the area has clearly increased over the last 15 years.
There are a number of important reasons for considering cooperative robotics in
agriculture. One reason is food production for an increasingly vast human population,
especially under seasonal human labor shortages, e.g., during harvest. Another reason
is controllably minimal environmental pollution pursued by the minimization of human
involvement during food production. Yet another reason is sustainable food production in
the event of natural disasters, including climate changes as well as pandemics such as the
recent COVID-19 pandemic.
The technology of interest here, namely “collaborative robotics in agriculture”, was described as (a) an “Agriculture 4.0” technology, and (b) a precursor to “Agriculture 5.0” technology; the latter regards an integration of humans with robots in agricultural applications.
In the aforementioned context, a significant technological challenge remains, which is
the development of models to effectively drive a robot during its interaction with another
robot and/or a human. Note that a robot in agriculture has been described as a CyberPhysical System (CPS) [7]. In the latter context, the “Lattice Computing (LC) information
processing paradigm” has been proposed as a promising mathematical domain for rigorous
modeling CPSs due to LC’s capacity to accommodate rigorously both numerical data
(regarding the “physical” components of a CPS) and non-numerical data (regarding the
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“cyber” components of a CPS) [98]. Moreover, the work in [7] considered the potential of
LC in agricultural applications. Future work remains to demonstrate it further [99].
Based on the reviewed work, a number of research areas in cooperative agricultural
robotics are still open to further development in order to improve the current systems, both
in terms of usefulness as well as reliability, thus reaching the stage of commercial availability
in the near future. In terms of human–robot collaborative teams, it is important to research
appropriate interfaces so that effective collaborative control is achieved, especially by field
workers with minimal technological training. In addition, human–robot coordination is still
a very promising research area that will provide robots with a better perception of human
actions and intentions, and therefore greatly improve coordination issues. On the other
hand, monitoring tasks require the deployment of large numbers of cooperating aerial
and ground vehicles. Despite the increasing availability of affordable small-sized robotic
platforms, it appears that the power requirements of such robots are restricting the number
of tasks they are able to perform, and, as a result, they are limited to short inspection and
mapping missions. Finally, a promising research field is the cooperative manipulation of
agricultural products, as applied in harvesting and transportation operations. In addition
to being indispensable in some tasks, for instance occlusion removal or handling, the use
of multiple arms in a cooperative manner could mitigate limitations of other underlying 19 of 23
Agronomy 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
technologies such as vision.
Figure 11 shows the SWOT analysis of cooperative approaches in agricultural robotics.
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